HOSPITALITY
PAYMENT
SOLUTIONS
Get paid on the spot, even when you’re out. Drive profitability
and eliminate errors with advanced solutions that help you serve
customers faster.
Are you looking to serve customers faster and reduce errors at the same time? Would you like to know more about who
your customers are, where they live and what they’re spending on?
Whether you have a team of one or one hundred, you can transform your business with a leading-edge payments solution
from the Commonwealth Bank.

Boost sales

Eliminate errors

Serve more customers
and increase table turnover.

Drive efficiency and avoid double handling by integrating
your payment device and kitchen management system.

Be ‘pay at table’ ready

Gain deeper insights

Take orders and payments, split bills and add tips
at the table — all with the same PIN-ready device.

Access advanced analytics for deeper insights into
customer spending habits and potential new markets.

Case Study: Avoid double handling with EFTPOS Integrated
The business: Phil’s Fresh Seafood
With six successful fast food restaurants, Phil is expanding his business to capitalise on the demand. He’s also upgraded to a
new point-of-sale system that can take orders and pass them directly to the kitchen.
In the past, Phil has had issues with reconciliation after his staff incorrectly keyed transactions into the point of sale. To avoid
human error in future, Phil has been advised that it’s possible for his EFTPOS terminals to talk directly to the point of sale.

The solution: EFTPOS Integrated
The benefits:
✔✔ Efficiency. Manage transactions end to end without double handling.
✔✔ Better cash flow. Same-day settlement to your CommBank account.
✔✔ Convenience. Process sales faster with contactless payments.
✔✔ Improved security. Keep less cash on site, and make fewer trips to the bank.
✔✔ NBN ready. Allowing seamless transition to NBN infrastructure.

Case Study: Speed up sales with MICROS Integrated
The business: Triple A Stadium
Triple A Stadium was struggling to reduce queuing and processing times at its counters — a problem during major events
when demand on catering and merchandise outlets was at its highest.
The use of stand-alone EFTPOS terminals meant staff were required to manually enter card transactions at the MICROS point
of sale. This made the process slow and the customer experience less than ideal. It also led to many user errors, especially
during peak times such as a break in play. End-of-day reconciliation was also difficult and an expensive operational overhead.
The solution: MICROS Integrated

The benefits:
✔✔ Higher turnover and Improved Service. Boost ticket
sales and cut queues with fast contactless payments.
✔✔ Accuracy. Reduce manual errors from incorrect keying.
✔✔ Security. Avoid handling large amounts of cash.
✔✔ Efficiency. Simplify end-of-day reconciliations.
✔✔ Deeper insights. Use analytics to track customer trends

Burn through queues and cut double handling with a complete
end-to-end solution.

Case Study: Enrich the customer experience with Albert
The business: Bagel Bliss
Sarah and Dave run a popular inner-city cafe. With limited floor space available, they like to give their customers the comfort
and convenience of paying at their tables, instead of navigating their way to the counter.
When they take a card payment, Sarah or Dave have to cross the floor several times to receive the card, process the
payment at the counter and return the card to the table to capture the customer’s PIN.s down service, especially during the
daily lunch rush.
The solution: Albert
The benefits:
✔✔ Mobility. Interact with customers anywhere in-store,
with 3G and Wi-Fi connectivity.
✔✔ Higher turnover. Serve customers faster with
contactless payments.
✔✔ Personalisation. Download, modify or create tailored
apps to customise Albert for a unique client experience.
✔✔ Efficiency. Allow customers to split bills more efficiently.
✔✔ Deeper insights. Use analytics to track customer trends.

Accept payments at the table or anywhere in the venue, while creating
a unique customer experience.



To find out more, visit commbank.com.au/merchantservices

Important information: As this advice has been prepared without considering your objectives, financial situation or needs, you should before acting on the advice, consider its appropriateness to your circumstances. *Terms and conditions issued
by Commonwealth Bank of Australia ABN 48 123 123 124, AFSL 234945, for Business Cheque and Savings Accounts, NetBank and CommBiz are available on our website at www.commbank.com.au, from any of our branches or by phoning us on
13 2221, and should be considered before making any decision about these products. Full terms and conditions for EFTPOS Mobile available on application. Bank fees and charges are payable. *If you have a complaint, the Bank’s dispute resolution
process can be accessed on 13 2221. *Everyday Settlement is available on transactions made until 10pm AEST for eligible customers with a CommBank business transaction account and a linked CommBank merchant facility. MICROS may charge
fees directly for services.

